2013 NC Hippology Contest

Junior ID’s
Identify this grain.

A- Soybeans
B- Corn
C- Barley
D- Oats
What is this molecule?
Hint- It is in the nucleus of the cell!

A- DNA
B- Fibers
C- Filaments
D- Cytoplasm
Identify this horseshoeing tool.

A- Anvil
B- Rasp
C- Hammer
D- Pritchel
What breed is shown below?

A- Thoroughbred
B- Quarter Horse
C- Appaloosa
D- Spotted Saddle Horse
What breed of horse is shown below?

A- Hanoverian
B- Bashkir Curly
C- Quarter Horse
D- Shetland Pony
Identify this piece of tack.

A- Breeching
B- Breastplate
C- Cinch
D- Reins
What equestrian event is shown below?

A- Reining
B- Working Cow Horse
C- Calf Roping
D- Bronco Riding
What vital sign is being checked?

A- Respiration Rate
B- Heart Rate
C- Blood Pressure
D- Capillary Refill Time
Identify this conformation defect.

A- Bow-legged
B- Pigeon-toed
C- Cow-hocked
D- Knock-kneed
10 What is the scientific name of this equine?

A- Equus caballus
B- Equus prezwalksi
C- Equus asinus
D- Equus hippotigris
What riding discipline is shown below?

A- Saddleseat
B- Fox Hunting
C- Reining
D- Dressage
Identify this type of horseshoe.

A- Heart Bar Shoe
B- Egg Bar Shoe
C- Patton Shoe
D- Keg Shoe
Identify this behavioral action.

A- Flehmen Response
B- Charging
C- Smiling
D- Balking
What number corresponds to the White Line?

A - 1
B - 2
C - 3
D - 4
Identify this external parasite.

A- Horse Fly
B- Bee
C- House Fly
D- Lice
Identify this part of an English saddle.

A- Saddle Flap
B- Cantle
C- Knee Rolls
D- Billet
Identify this piece of grooming equipment.

A- Face Brush
B- Pulling Comb
C- Curry Comb
D- Hoof Pick
What action is being performed?

A- Measuring Height
B- Measuring Weight
C- Massage
D- Acupuncture
Identify the stifle joint.

A- 1
B- 2
C- 3
D- 4
Identify this leg marking.

A- Ergot
B- Pastern
C- Stocking
D- Coronet
What event is shown in the picture?

A- Pleasure Driving
B- Western Pleasure
C- Show Hack
D- Hunter Under Saddle
Identify this equestrian event.

A- Field Hockey
B- Gymkhana
C- Turf racing
D- Polo
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Identify this breed of horse.

A- Quarter Horse
B- Preswalski
C- Zebra
D- Mule
Identify this type of Western rein.

A- Spilt Reins
B- Roping Reins
C- Romal Reins
D- Laced reins
Identify this Horse Show class.

A- Showmanship
B- Horsemanship
C- Western Pleasure
D- Halter
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Answer Key

1. B
2. A
3. A
4. C
5. B
6. B
7. C
8. D
9. C

10. C
11. D
12. B
13. A
14. C
15. A
16. A
17. B
18. A

19. A
20. B
21. A
22. D
23. B
24. C
25. A